Aniket Masalkhamb

Done and Dusted ,
gonna miss College
days ;-;

Allen Xavier Arasan

⽔に流す

KAR SUMANTO ASHIM

CRCE- A Battlefield
which taught me to be a
Real Life Warrior

Alden Noronha

Swarup T Saju

JACOB MOULATH

Don't Be Sorry, Be
Better - Kratos, God
Of War

Ab Ye Mera Sapna Hai Ki…
Sab Ke Sapne Sach Main Karoon
Aasma Ko Chu Loon
Thithli Ban Udoon....

Life would not be
enjoyable if there
would not be college

DERIL MIRANDA

Aditya Morajkar

Anjana Singh

Wake up to reality! Nothing ever
goes as planned in this accursed
world the longer you live, the
more you realize.
- Madara Uchiha

You had me at "Chai
peene chale?"

“What fresh hell is
this?” - Charlotte
Brontë

Shloka Ravindra Koli

Urvashi Dhingra

Ashish Kumar

Stick to your opinion
even if you are wrong A Capricorn :P

I live a life well led of
codes and puns :)

I am ungraceful

Darren Dsouza

Maitreya Shelke

Komal Ram Shinde

Moulded me into the
person I am today & was an
experience of a lifetime.
Thank you CRCE <3

Thanks to all my
bros! See you soon!

Life Changing Years

Prashant Singh Rawat

Lokesh Genekal

Aniket Amit Kochrekar

Enjoy the little things in
life, for one day you may
look back and realize they
were the big things.

Dream is not that which
you see while sleeping it is
something that does not let
you sleep

Joel Francis Paul

Yash Kumar

"Just another person who
thought of opening a Xerox
shop in front of my college"

It is our choices that show
what we truly are, far more
than our abilities.

Khushi Parikh

Sakshi Dave

Dreams don't shine,
what will shine is you,
who will chase for your
dreams.

“Your education is a dress
rehearsal for a life that is
yours to lead.” —Nora
Ephron

Siddhant Shivdikar

'And I knew exactly what to
do, but in a much more real
sense I had no idea what to
do.'' -Michael Scott

Mahavir Chavda

Rollercoaster

Leon Castelino

Noel John

Omkar Shirsat

The Mid-Bencher
Helping Guy

Don’t stop thinking
about tomorrow. It’ll
soon be here

“The journey is the
destination.” – Dan
Eldon

Aishwarya Atul Parulekar

Pragati Rao

Saumeel Gabhare

Having a few haters
isn't such a bad thing,
xoxo.

the office season 7,
episode 19, minute
14:45

Nope

JATIN DODIYA

Maria Anthony

Yash Prasad Kane

What inspired you to
write this Assignment ? - The Due Date

“And I knew exactly what to
do, but in a much more real
sense, I had no idea what to
do”

Striving to trace a
steeper Learning
Curve !

Ashley Fernandez

Sigmond Cardozo

Aarti Temulkar

Little slap, a baby cries,
eighty years later somebody
dies. It's a goodbye world,
just passing through it.

"I’m not asleep, my
mind is alive."
-Taylor Swift

"Even if you are not
perfect you're limited
edition"

Flevin Fernandes

Juilee Thakur

Manali Mahendra More

Engineering is not a study of 45
subjects but it is moral studies of
intellectual life.

We made our Memories,
now its time to make our
Future!

Wisdom doesn't come from
knowledge, it comes from
experiences. And here... I had
some of the best experiences.

J Scriptu Rajan

Saurabh Mhatre

Sneha Samuel

The best 4 years of
my life

Planned to play the games
for 1 last time but
graduated this year in
home quarantine.

Take a chill pill :)

Amodini Pathare

Ridhika Agarwal

Sujoy Sawant

My faults and mistakes are what I am,
making up the brightest stars in the
constellation of my life. So, don't question
my lack of braincells please.

Two and half years of
craziness and sleepless
nights, a year and half of a
long nap and boom! We are
engineers!

A place that became my second
home as I used to gaze at my
house from college & now I gaze
at my college from my house. A
home that gave me my favorite
people, special sunsets and
unforgettable memories.

Yadnesh Dhanawade

Ambika Shinde

A journey through snowy
peaks and lush green
valleys

A transformative
experience

Smith B Dsouza

Smit Joshi

Jagruti Bhanushali

Got better each day , Now
time to give my best ,
can’t believe how quickly
time passes. Peace

Rick & Morty
S03E06, 1 min 42sec
onwards

Unforgettable
memories

Chyankk Kumar

Vismay Patil

Vedanti K

The future belongs to
those who believe in
the beauty of their
dreams

Expect less, Sleep
more

Every plan I had went
out of the window. We
winged the F- outta
the college life.

Shantanu Parab

I am not No.1 in anything at this
point in time. But that's not a
reason to quit, nor is it an excuse.
As long as I can keep trying until I
can do it ,I can do it.

HRUSHIKESH KUWLEKAR

Never let the fear of
striking out keep you
from playing the game.

Sunilkumar Pillai

Somehow completed
engineering glad.

Rajeevkumar Gupta

Never Give Up!!

Advait.C.Purav

Shivam Bavdankar

Trying to work hard on
myself daily

Never follow.. Just admire

Abhijeet Singh

Aldrich d'souza

Arpan Y Patil

Yes, I graduated from
online classes. How could
you tell?

Success is defined
by its journey

Milna bichadna jeevan ki
reet hai. Do pehlu hai, Ek
gham ka doosra khushi
ka

Richard Thomas

Stebin Sabu

Samuel Mario Fernandes

The only place I like the most was
BCR & Abadha room because that's
where most of the professor's and
colleagues found me.
#Vasaikars#Abadhians

You can't be the best
player if you don't have
the best

I thought in final year I’ll be
stressing out choosing between
masters or a job! But here I am
, choosing between covishield
and covaxin.

Komal Sudrik

Mihir Panchal

Harshavardhan P manoti

Priyam Haldankar

Sic Parvis Magna

" The world keeps spinning
"

I am surrounded by
idiots

Nathaniel Gomes

Shivani Bharti

Varun Singh

Don't follow your dreams,
follow my Instagramvar__unx.

Insaan chota hu dil ka bada
hu kissi cheez ke liye naa
nahi bolta because Abadha
ka bandha hu

I did it. you did it.
congrats :)

SHREEYA JAIN

Jay Mehta

Felice Samji Joseph

Work out your own
salvation with fear
and trembling.

I am Production
Engineer, what's your
super power?

Four years of engineering
and I still don't know
anything about what's
rolling down in the deep

Akshay S Dixit

Roshan Raykar

Pranavnath Tiwari

The roof was not my son,
but I did Raise it!

In a world where you can be
anything BE KIND ; )

Yeah I had a crush on
everyone.

Dhwani Rajgaur

Raj Dungrani

Uday Srivastav

I understand Heat transfer
but I still burn my rotis!

Four years wasting in
engineering is totally worth
it.

Engineering drives me
crazy

Kedar Vaze

Rachit Dhond

Himanshu Mishra

And I knew exactly what to
do.. but in a much more real
sense, I had no idea what to do
-Michael Scott
-Kekivaze

" I had a good
yearbook quote but
Stuco deleted it"

“I still believe, even
though it’s unbelievable:
To lose your path
Is the way to find that
path.”

Rounak Singh Buttar

Saurabh Manoj Dangle

Pratik Tarade

Do only what you believe is worth
doing and work on it consistently
and you will turn out fine, don’t
worry. Good luck to you.

Knowledge is the key that can
unlock the gate of any solution
we need...all it requires a proper
focus, motivation and will .

Same mind can be use
for contamination or
purification

Mihir kochrekar

Karan Shah

Pradnyesh Dound

"Politics is a pendulum whose swings
between anarchy and tyranny are
fueled by perennially rejuvenated
illusions." ~ Albert Einstein

Nothing makes an engineer
more Productive than the
'Last Minute'.

YOLO! Machate RahoðŸ¤ª

Shray Kumar Pandey

Erhard Jerald Fernandes

Sharvil Khot

#nerdy-gamer

All you need is efforts
and a winning
mentality to be a
winner

The Office Season 7
Episode 12- 13:33

Khushi Mehta

Aditya Parab

I'm in no mood to use my brain or
do a Google search to find a
Yearbook Quote.…

You have limited number of
Heart Beats. Spend it on
people who deserve it!

Jerin Beno

Yash Yogesh Pawar

"Shoot for the Stars, Aim
for the Moon"

With great Pawar, comes
great responsibility

Gaurav Sable

Harshal Harishchandra Khedekar

Life should be easy just like
our last semester.

If you take your
individuality too
seriously, conflict is a
natural outcome.

Sahil Sawant

Winning doesn't make a
better person, but being
better. A person will
make you a winner.

Sahil Shah

Jay Patel

Mentally somewhere
between Ross' "hi"
and "I m fine".

Chirayu Surana

Hardeep Singh Chaddha

Atharva Haldankar

"I haven't started either", most
comforting words I heard in 4
years.

Bandstand is boring after 4
years.

An engineer is someone
who washes their hands
before going to the
washroom.

ENOCH JOHNRAJ

Tushar Sharma

Whatever you do ..... Do it
for a purpose not for a
cause.

You can change what you
do, but you can't change
what you want.

Aayushi Khatri

They talk about you
because if they talked
about themselves no one
would listen¨

Shashank Sawale

Aaron Carvalho

Omkaar Nilesh Vedak

Be who you are and say what
you feel, because those who
mind don't matter and those
who matter don't mind.

Don't follow your
dreams, follow me on
snapchat carvalhoaaron14

Follow your Instincts

Dhairya Shah

Mayuresh Jangle

I am surprised that you
graduated - My Mom

"It's all about experience."

Aditya Chheda

Dhrumil thaker

If you want to enjoy the
success, learn to enjoy the
process.

Ruben Lobo

God must be so creative! Just
look at me? Isn't he? Damn, I
can't believe too

Wilson Willy

Don't live for a reason,
Be a reason for other to
Live .

Madhur Nikam

Evaluation of snorlex

Nitesh Patil

Manteshidutt Hublikar

All the kids are gonna
call me uncle now!!!!
Aren't they ??

Mathew Kuruvilla

Jenus Fernandes

With…..........

Being late dosen't mean
failure, maybe it means
getting ready for a great
launch

Harris Rodrigues

Brandon D'souza

I don't want to be guy that
has got only one Cap

Surya Pratap

Darlene Nazareth

Sherwyn D'souza

"Agli penalty bhi mai hi
lunga..."

Working hard for
something you love is
passion so you either do it
with passion or not at all.

Hustle until you no
longer need to
introduce yourself.

Albin Tharayil

Elita Menezes

Kevlyn Kadamala

A Hot Cup of Chai
after an empty 4:54
Local... Life mei aur
kya chahiye bhai?

Follow your dreams

Believe

Cassia Vaz

Hardik Trivedi

Princeton Baretto

Add a little bit of
body text Empty
Cache and Hard
Reload

Mai kya bolu ab.

Tech-savvy with a
blend of OM!

Elvis Dsouza

Eric Pinto

Amurto Basu

*COUGH......COUGH*

Life is unfair be
prepared

It's Not Enough That
I Should Succeed Others Should Fail

Nolita Rego

Abhijith Mahalunge

Jason D'Costa

There's always a devil
behind that innocent
face...yeah, that's me!
#thebettertwin

Time is everything
we have and don't

Get busy living or get
busy dying

Pranay Bagrecha

Riya Gupta

Sanfer Noronha

Turned In Late

Simple hai...Kuch
logon ke saath sirf
waqt bitane se sab
kuch Sahi ho jata hai.
#CurlyCutie❤

Insert eloquent quote
here

Sarvesh Kulkarni

If idiots could fly, this
place would be an airport.

Abhishek Ahirrao

Somewhere between
roll no 1 absent and tu
college aya hai? I've
graduated

Abhishek Kollat

Thank you 9th floor
for THE VIEW(TB)

Leesa Menezes

Benita Rego

Select * from
Computers; where
mass_bunk==True; Sol:
0 rows returned

Just too BOLD for the
faint hearted!
#thebindasstwin

Susmita Mathew

Rachel Jose

Only ragrets

Mehek Male

BE2021 Students: "Aaj mere paas
degree hai, job hai, paisa hai..kya hai
kya hai tumhare pass?" BE2022
Students: "Mere paas Offline College
hai." *Only if college reopens in
2022*

Kare toh kare kya,
bole toh bole kya

Carol Sebastian

Yup, Its a boy's
name!!!

Samuel Davis

Anup Joseph

Devin Barboza

If doctors were like software
engineers, they would say
things like "Have you tried
killing yourself and being
reborn?"

The process is the
prize.

Mahesh Desai

Mayank Srivastava

Simran Dsouza

First 3 years of my college
life-" Muje ghar jana he " ,
last year of my college life"Muje college jana he".

Ight imma head out

"Friends Season 10,
Episode 2, minute 08:11
-> I haven't slept in 4
years!

Emmima Gnanaraj

Reyna Binny

Alrich Kudel

My college
memories:Catching a
211 to reach 511.

I miss being surrounded by
loose acquaintances who
think I'm funny and smart
and charming - Alexis

When they hand in your
degree, keep moving. Just
in case they try to take it
back!!

Mujhe mat sikha.

Shubham Pednekar

gg ez

Anuj Purandare

Don't count the days, make
the days count.

Calista Fernandes

Ending it with bitter sweet
memories,Thankyou CRCE for
everything,Goodbye!!

Valiant Dmello

Aditya Khajuria

Dishank Oza

I’m not stupid, I’m just too
lazy to show how smart I
am.

Happy New Year!sent using Airtel 2g

Morning lectures are
not my thing😴. noob.

Susan Dsouza

Shubham Bhate

Sela Grace Koshy

My biggest flex:never
missed a 3.54 local

The difference
between a Crow and a
Raven is a matter of a
pinion

Loyalty is a two way
street; if I'm asking for
it from you, then you're
getting it from me.

Elvis Dsouza

So good so far

Shubham Mishra

Style is a reflection of your
attitude and your
personality

Ria D'mello

A RAY OF HOPE IS ALL
THAT MATTERS

Sherwin Pillai

Orvil Dsouza

Simran Bindra

Engineering is a journey
from first bench to last
bench

I'll be right back

All our dreams can
come true...if we have
the courage to pursue
them

Abhishek Nagvekar

Nash Vaz

Cleona Pereira

My expectations from
my classmates were
already low, but holy
$#!+ these oneliners.

If tomorrow is not the
due date then today is
not the do date!

We are Engineers and we
love to solve problems.If
there aren’t available any
we are definitely capable
of creating our own

Prince Dmello

Anurag Pagare

Never had idea what was
going on !

Life goes on, Live while it
lasts.

Pratik Chowdhury

Vedant Sahai

Pratik Dabre

Hope for the best, prepare
for the worst

Your Trust$ + My
Code{} == Optimum
Solution

Too Lazy to type this

Khalid Shaikh

Gavin Correia

Rahim Chunara

Only thing worth
memorising for
exams was the train
timings after 5:00

I keep trying to lose
weight… but I'm so big
it always finds me back.

I have 5 times as much
charisma as my best
friend. That's right, 5×0
= 0.

Ariane Correa

It is time to fly !

✓

Mario D'sa

Reynold Lopes

I'm not unfit, I'm just
fat free

Mayank Mishra

Time never stops for
anyone so don't stop
partying till you can't

Kaustubh Shetty

Mohit Kunder

Kevin Ruffin

Don't climb mountains so
that people can see you.
Climb mountains so that
you can see the world.

Everything is a UFO
if you're bad at
identifying flying
objects

Main zara ghar jaake
aata hoon..

Aditya Khajuria

Aaron Colaco

Flynn Faroz

Karan Suraiya

Live life to fullest, Never
Regret.

Opportunities are like strangers at
your door it's on you to welcome
them or not.

In the end it doesn't
even matter

Lokesh Pandita

Mayank Tanna

Crystal Wilson Dsouza

Do better than you did
yesterday.

Whatever the mind
can CONCEIVE and
BELIEVE, it can
ACHIEVE.

"Never let fear rule
your life"

Aaron Mark Almeida

Anoushka Christopher

Simren Batra

"Just because I choose
bad things, doesn't
mean I'm a bad
person"

Trust your Instincts

Never bend your head.
Always hold it high.
Look the world right in
the eye.

Tejas Chendekar

Love life more than the
meaning of it.

Pushpak Chhajed

Nobody ever figures out
what life is all about, and it
doesn't matter.

Smith Dabreo

printf(" What we think,
we become. ");

Harkirat Dassan

Brian Vijay Dias

Dylan Dsouza

Waking up for college is
the second hardest thing in
the morning

Engineer: If
tomorrow isn't the
due date, today isn't
the do date.

Will finally have my
"Goodbye Toby"
moment

Rebecca Dsouza

Viola Vivian Dsouza

Feaba Johnson

Roses are red, violets
are blue, unexpected
'}' on line 32

Every Euphoria made me euphoric!
Missed this year's Fests but I've made
some of the best memories at Frcrce.

Take me back to the
good old times, for one
last time ❤

Roger Fernando

Joyson Gaurea

Chinmay Gawde

Either you run the day or
the day runs you.

Life is like a sandwich;
no matter which way
you flip it, the bread
comes first.

Meera Ghaskadvi

Collin Gonsalves

Mark Roby Gonsalves

You skipped reading my
entire surname because you
couldn't pronounce it, right?

Though it was a struggle,
the memories that were
created made it that
much more worth it

*in batman's voice*
Obstacles looked me in
the eyes and blinked twice

Rozebud Gonsalves

Abhiram Iyengar

Ashish Francis Jadhav

Dodged COVID-19 like
I dodged all the
“playas” life threw at
me

What engineering has taught me
: "I wish there was a way to know
you are in the good old days, until
you've actually left them" - Andy
Bernard - Abhiram Iyengar
.

The Juice was definitely
worth the squeeze.

Music's the best way
through which I've been
communicating with
people all this time

Preet Jain

Joslin Jose

Samruddhi Sudhir Kadam

Graduation is not the end;
it’s the beginning.

Never give up on a dream because
it seems difficult; pursue what
you really care for, and all
difficulties will fade away.

Gouri A. Kanitkar

Sakshi Khochare

Rachael Lobo

There are always a million
reasons not to do
something!

I don’t mind.

Life is better when you're
laughing

Osborne .V. Lopes

Simran Sunil Lopes

Glenn Machado

"Engineering kar lo
aage bohot scope
hai,aur scope naa
mile toh MBA karlo"

Smile a little more, regret a
little less

Hard work can beat
talent, if talent doesn’t
work hard.

Being the CR teaches you 2 things :
1] Who comes to you in times of need, and
2] Who's gonna hang around without any greed
PS : And I got my ungreedy fellas

.

Karen Machado

Sweedal Masih

Keenaj Mahendra Mevada

People will know your worth
and hope you don't. Read that
again.

It always seems impossible
until it's done.

Revamping the world
bit by bit.

Jayesh Mishra

Shubham Sanjiv Naik

Akshaye Nair

Code never lies comments
might do!!!

The greatest glory in living
lies not in never falling, but
in rising every time we fall.

You can graduate with
honors. I’m just honored
to graduate.

Nachiket Nisal

Sujit Noronha

Ethan Palani

Self-awareness is the key to
every problem in life. And
Engineering is the key to
Self-Awareness. Read it
again."

The best is yet to come

In this world of
darkness, be a magic
candle

.

Prachit Patil

Franky Pinto

Nitesh Prasad

The pessimist sees difficulty
in every opportunity and the
optimist sees opportunity in
every difficulty

Be the kind of person who
leaves a mark, not a scar!

Learning Compounds
Over Time

Jeswin Thomas

Kenneth Rebello

Shaleel Rodrigues

You only live once

You can't pour from an
empty cup. Put yourself
first.

Strive for progress not
perfection.

Valiant Rodrigues

Jeneya Rumao

Isaac Sanctis

Believe and Achieve

I'll never forget these great
years with all of you!!

Zihuatanejo

.

Jaini Shah

Rashi Hiten Shah

Nidhi sharma

Miles to go before I sleep.

"May the odds be ever in
your favour"

I’m outta here, see you
later gator!

Prarthana Shetty

Harsh Singhania

Priya Tanwar

If there's one advice I could
give myself while choosing
Engineering: Friends S1:E4
15:54

I am rather appalled at the limit of
characters for this. I am certain that I
cannot fit all my thoughts of these
last 4 years into such few cha

Turn your savage, lose your
feelings; Interpret me an
introvert, it's gonna be
misleading.

Shalva Thakurdesai

Trivedi Jeet

When the last bell rings, I
might actually miss this
place

Yes I talk to myself,
sometimes I need expert
advice.

Selvin Charles Tuscano

See you all at the 10
year reunion!!

Rohin Vaidya

Bhargav Santosh Bhat

Shivam Manojkumar Yadav

Do. Or do not. There
is no try.

yearbook quotes were due
yesterday.

Life seems mysterious,
until we meet
responsibilities!

Aditya Alexander Job

Himanshu Alwe

Nimisha Bhoir

Be who you are and say what
you feel, because those who
mind don’t matter and those
who matter don’t mind.

Embrace simplicity to ace
every complexity

Your future is only as
good as the work you put
into it.

Cyrus Dbritto

Veena Gaurea

Abdullah Khan

The incompletely
complete journey!!

Hard Work is the formula
for Success.

Victory is changing the
hearts of enemies with
kindness

Shefali Mahindrakar

Rincy Pereira

Never give up or lose
hope because your
miracle could be right
around the corner. Stay
positive.

And between fresher to
fareware life taught 1000
unforgettable lessons!

Sanil Rodrigues

Shubham Vira

What a teacher writes on
the blackboard of life can
never be erased. Like your
teaching your memories
also never be erased from
our heart.

Alex Solanki

You have to trust in
something, you gut,
destiny, life, karma,
whatever.

Last but not least, I
express my gratitude to
CTRL C + CTRL V.

clint

